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Abstract
In a typical video rate allocation problem, the objective is to optimally distribute a source rate budget among
a set of (in)dependently coded data units to minimize the total distortion of all units. Conventional Lagrangian
approaches convert the lone rate constraint to a linear rate penalty scaled by a multiplier in the objective, resulting
in a simpler unconstrained formulation. However, the search for the “optimal” multiplier—one that results in a
distortion-minimizing solution among all Lagrangian solutions that satisfy the original rate constraint—remains an
elusive open problem in the general setting.
To address this problem, we propose a computation-efficient search strategy to identify this optimal multiplier
numerically. Specifically, we first formulate a general rate allocation problem where each data unit can be dependently
coded at different quantization parameters (QP) using a previous unit as predictor, or left uncoded at the encoder
and subsequently interpolated at the decoder using neighboring coded units. After converting the original rate-
constrained problem to the unconstrained Lagrangian counterpart, we design an efficient dynamic programming
(DP) algorithm that finds the optimal Lagrangian solution for a fixed multiplier. Finally, within the DP framework,
we iteratively compute neighboring singular multiplier values, each resulting in multiple simultaneously optimal
Lagrangian solutions, to drive the rates of the computed Lagrangian solutions towards the bit budget. We terminate
when a singular multiplier value results in two Lagrangian solutions with rates below and above the bit budget. In
extensive monoview and multiview video coding experiments, we show that, for fixed target rate constraints, our
DP algorithm and selection of optimal multipliers on average outperform comparable rate control solutions used in
video compression standards such as HEVC that do not skip frames in Y-PSNR.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
In video coding, rate allocation is the problem of distributing a source bit budget B to a set of (in)dependently
coded data units, v ∈ Vo, in order to minimize the distortion of all units. For example, a data unit v can be a
video frame predictively coded at a quantization parameter (QP) qv, using a previous frame as a predictor. Coding
at a larger (coarser) QP requires fewer bits in general but results in a higher quantization distortion. In some
cases, leaving a unit uncoded at the encoder may be a better rate-distortion (RD) decision; the unit is subsequently
interpolated at the decoder using neighboring coded units via techniques such as motion compensated interpolation
(MCI) [1] in monoview video or depth-image based rendering (DIBR) [2, 3] in multiview video when color and
depth maps are available. In these cases, the more general rate allocation problem is to first select data units
V ⊆ Vo for coding, and then select QPs q = [q1, . . . , q|V|] at which to code the selected units V to minimize the
total distortion D(V,q) subject to a rate constraint R(V,q):
min
V⊆Vo,q
D(V,q) s.t. R(V,q) ≤ B (1)
To address different variants of the rate allocation problem, Lagrangian approaches—where the lone rate constraint
is first converted to a linear rate penalty in the objective scaled by a multiplier λ—are common in the literature
[4–8]. This results in a simpler unconstrained problem:
(Vλ,qλ) = arg minV⊆Vo,qD(V,q) + λ R(V,q) (2)
which in general is easier to solve for a fixed multiplier λ [4–8]. However, the Lagrangian relaxed problem (2)
is inherently not the same as the original rate-constrained problem (1); the difference in distortion between their
respective optimal solutions is called a duality gap (see Appendix B and [4]). To minimize this gap, it is imperative
to find the “optimal” multiplier λ∗—one that results in a distortion-minimizing solution (Vλ∗ ,qλ∗) among all
Lagrangian solutions (Vλ,qλ) to (2) for different λ that satisfy R(Vλ,qλ) ≤ B. However, given empirical discrete
rate and distortion functions R(V,q) and D(V,q), the search for this optimal multiplier numerically without
resorting to continuous rate and distortion models [9, 10] remains an open problem in the general setting.
To address this problem, in this paper we propose a computation-efficient search strategy to find this optimal
multiplier numerically. Specifically, we first formulate a general rate allocation problem, where each data unit can
be dependently coded at different QPs using a previous coded unit as predictor, or left uncoded at the encoder
for interpolation at the decoder using neighboring coded units as reference. After converting the original rate-
constrained problem to the unconstrained Lagrangian counterpart (2), we design an efficient dynamic programming
(DP) algorithm that finds the optimal solution to (2) for a fixed λ.
To find the optimal multiplier, we iteratively compute neighboring singular multiplier values [4] from the
3computed DP solution; each singular value λ results in multiple simultaneously optimal solutions with different
rates, i.e. R(V(1)λ ,q(1)λ ) 6= R(V(2)λ ,q(2)λ ). We show that singular values alone lead to all Lagrangian solutions
to (2). When we obtain solutions (V(1)λ∗ ,q(1)λ∗ ) and (V(2)λ∗ ,q(2)λ∗ ) corresponding to singular value λ∗ with rates
R(V(1)λ∗ ,q(1)λ∗ ) ≤ B ≤ R(V(2)λ∗ ,q(2)λ∗ ), we prove that (V(1)λ∗ ,q(1)λ∗ ) is the distortion-minimizing Lagrangian solution, and
declare λ∗ as the optimal multiplier. To the best of our knowledge, no previously proposed Lagrangian multiplier
searches [4–8] provide this theoretical claim in our general setting1.
Experimental results illustrate good performance of our proposed rate allocation algorithm with optimal Lagrange
multiplier selection when data units are independently or predictively coded in both monoview and multiview video
sequence compression. Specifically, we show that our bit allocation strategy on average outperforms comparable rate
control solutions adopted in the reference softwares of current monoview and multiview video standards, namely
HEVC [11] and 3D-HEVC [12], that do not skip frames in Y-PSNR.
The paper is organized as follows. We first review related work in Section II and formulate our dependent rate
allocation problem in Section III. We then describe a DP algorithm that solves the rate-constrained problem optimally
but in exponential time in Section IV. To reduce complexity, we convert the problem to the Lagrangian relaxed
version and propose a corresponding polynomial-time DP algorithm for a fixed multiplier. In Section V, we discuss
an efficient search methodology to identify the optimal multiplier based on the computation of neighboring singular
multiplier values. Finally, we present experimental results and conclusion in Section VI and VII, respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Continuous RD Function Modeling
A simple approach to obtain rate and distortion functions is to apply different QPs to encode each data unit
and compute the resulting rate and distortion values. Then, these empirical RD points are fitted into mathematical
functions for each particular sequence to derive an RD model [13, 14]. However, in these type of models some
parameters have to be estimated for each given video sequence and therefore they cannot be easily generalized.
Alternatively, it is possible to theoretically derive the different parameters of the RD model under simplifying
assumptions. Several RD models using well understood exponential functions have been proposed [9, 10]. [9]
considered both a Laplacian and a Generalized Gaussian (GG) distribution in their RD model for a wavelet video
coding. [10] adopted the Bernoulli Generalized Gaussian (BGG) model for both rate and distortion functions. In
general, these approaches suffer from: i) modeling errors due to idealized model inaccuracy; and ii) continuous
approximation error since the problem (selecting QPs from a finite set) is inherently discrete. In contrast, we take
an empirical approach and solve the inherent discrete problem of selecting data units and QPs for coding directly,
and thus do not suffer from modeling errors.
1 [4] was a seminal bit allocation work and proposed the first singular value search strategy but only for independently coded data units.
4B. Constrained Formulation via Dynamic Programming
Addressing directly the discrete rate-constrained bit allocation problem, one common approach is DP. For example,
assuming independently coded data units, [15] constructed a tree to represent all possible solutions: a node at a stage
i of the tree represents a particular selection of QPs {q1, . . . , qi} for data unit 1 to i. If two different nodes at the
same stage i have the same accumulated rate from unit 1 to i, then the one with the larger accumulated distortion
would be pruned. As we will show in Section III, the complexity of this type of DP algorithms is pseudo-polynomial
or exponential time. If predictive coding is assumed, complexity is even higher.
To jointly select predictor frames and QoS levels for encoding and protection of different video frames during
network streaming, [16] proposed an integer rounding approach to reduce complexity of a DP algorithm, where
DP tables used to store computed local solutions were scaled down to reduce the number of table entries. The
authors derived a performance bound for the proposed reduced-complexity DP algorithm; however, this bound gets
progressively worse as the scale factor increases.
For multiview, assuming independently coded units, [17] considered a uniform rate allocation among views in
a multiview video system, and proposed a DP-based algorithm to select the views for encoding and transmission
such that the expected distortion among encoded and synthesized views is minimized given a rate budget. This
work is extended in [18] where both the views and the coding rates for each selected view are selected to minimize
distortion in a rate-constrained scenario. Due to high complexity, a greedy DP algorithm was proposed. There is
no performance guarantee for the greedy DP algorithm, however, and thus the obtained solution can be arbitrarily
far from the optimal solution.
C. Discrete Lagrangian Formulation
Instead of the originally posed rate-constrained bit allocation problems, the Lagrangian approach is often used.
[5] proposed a trellis-based algorithm to find the optimal Lagrangian solution for predictively coded frames in
traditional monoview video. A suitable Lagrange multiplier was found by sweeping from 0 to ∞; it is not clear
how this can be done efficiently, and what is the termination condition when a sufficiently good multiplier value
is found. [19] also adopted a Lagrangian approach, where the value of the Lagrange multiplier λ is empirically
modeled as a function of the rate and the distortion when data units are predictively encoded. There is no guarantee
that this ad-hoc approach will result in the optimal multiplier value upon termination, however.
To allocate bits among independent quantizers, [4] defined the notion of singular multiplier values—multipliers
with multiple simultaneously optimal Lagrangian solutions—and proposed to iteratively search through neighboring
singular multiplier values until a terminating condition (resulting rates of Lagangian solutions being very close to bit
budget) is met. Extending [4], [20] addressed a similar rate allocation problem with two rate constraints, also using
5the notion of singular values, in order to achieve an optimal distribution of source and channel bits among wavelet
subbands for transmission of scalable video over noisy channels. Our algorithm adopts the singular multiplier value
concept [4] and extends it to the case where data units can be predictively coded or left uncoded entirely for
subsequent interpolation at the decoder.
D. Multiview Rate Allocation
Rate allocation problems have also been investigated recently in multiview video coding applications. [7] extended
the trellis optimization approach in [5] to multiview video with predictive coding. The authors considered a system
where views can be skipped at the encoder and eventually synthesized using both texture and depth maps at the
decoder, and optimized only QPs of the texture maps. In a different framework, [8] tackled the bit allocation
problem for both texture and depth data such that the distortion of the camera views and a set of synthetic views,
reconstructed at the decoder, is minimized. The authors optimized both the set of coded views and their QPs and
adopted a trellis-based solution for an effective search of the optimal coding solution. Both [7] and [8] employed
the Lagrangian approach, but no mathematically rigorous strategy was proposed to search for a suitable multiplier
value. We will show that our proposal can be applied to multiview coding scenarios also.
III. RATE ALLOCATION FRAMEWORK
In a classical rate allocation problem, the objective is to minimize the total distortion of a set of data units, each of
which may be independently or predictively coded, subject to a rate budget constraint. We first describe the general
coding system under consideration. Then, we formulate a rate-constrained bit allocation problem for predictively
coded data units as a discrete optimization problem. We present examples that show how our formulation can be
applicable in different practical scenarios. Finally, we prove that the formulated problem is NP-hard.
A. System Model
We consider a general coding scenario where we seek to allocate a total bit budget B to an ordered set of V
data units, Vo = {1, 2, . . . , V }. Examples include consecutive frames in monoview video, or neighboring views in
a multiview image sequence. We define V = {v1, v2, · · · , vN}, where V ⊆ Vo, as the subset of N units selected
for coding, where N ≤ V . We assume that a unit v can be left uncoded at the encoder, and later interpolated at the
decoder using the two surrounding coded units vL and vR, where vL < v < vR and vL, vR ∈ V . As the boundary
units cannot be interpolated at the decoder in the same manner, they are always selected for coding, i.e., v1 = 1
and vN = V are always coded.
Each unit vn ∈ V selected is coded using a QP qvn ∈ Q, where Q is a discrete set of possible QPs for a
given encoder. Denote by qV the set of chosen QPs for the units in V . Assuming that predictive coding is used
6to code neighboring units, unit vn coded with QP qvn using as predictor unit vn−1 coded with QP qvn−1 has
a rate rvn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn) and a distortion ∆vn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn). Note that if vn−1 and vn are not consecutive
data units in Vo, then the uncoded intermediate units between coded vn−1 and vn that are interpolated at the
decoder must be included in the distortion computation. Hence distortion term ∆vn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn) accounts for
the distortion of all interpolated units in the range (vn−1, vn) and the distortion of the coded unit vn. Mathematically,
∆vn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn) can be written as:
∆vn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn) =
∑
v∈Vo
vn−1<v≤vn
qvn−1 ,qvn∈Q
dv(vn−1, vn, qvn−1 , qvn) (3)
where dv(.) is the distortion of unit v, v ∈ Vo, interpolated using reference units vn−1 and vn coded using QPs
qvn−1 and qvn , respectively. If v = vn, then dv(.) corresponds to the distortion of coded unit vn using vn−1 for
prediction.
The first unit v1 in V is independently encoded and its distortion depends only on its own QP. For this particular
case, Eq. (3) can be re-written as:
∆v1(qv1) = dv1(qv1) (4)
More general definitions for predictive coding is also possible [5], where the rate and distortion functions depend
on the QPs of all previous coded data units. However, for complexity reasons, we assume that rate rvn and distortion
∆vn depend only on QP qvn−1 of previous unit vn−1 used for prediction. This is a good approximation in practical
predictive coding, as shown in [8].
B. Problem Formulation
With the above definitions, our objective is to find the optimal subset of data units V∗ = {v1, v2, · · · , vN} ⊆ Vo
along with their corresponding QPs q∗V = [qv1 , qv2 , · · · , qvN ] such that the aggregate distortion at the decoder is
minimized, subject to a bit budget constraint B. The optimization problem can be defined as follows:
(V∗,q∗V) = arg minV⊆Vo
qvn∈Q
∆v1(qv1) +
|V|∑
n=2
∆vn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn)
s.t. rv1(qv1) +
|V|∑
n=2
rvn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn) ≤ B (5)
where ∆v1(qv1) and rv1(qv1) are the distortion and rate for the first selected unit v1, and ∆vn(.) and rvn(.) are the
distortion and rate for a predictively coded unit vn, as described above.
7C. Applications
Our formulation in (5) is sufficiently general for application to different monoview and multiview video rate
allocation scenarios. We list a few illustrative examples below.
• Scenario I: QP selection for independent coded images. If frames in a monoview video or views in a multiview
image sequence are independently coded for maximum random access [4], then our formulation (5) is applicable
to optimal selection of QPs, where the rate and distortion of each data unit (image) do not depend on the
previous one, i.e., rvn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn) = rvn(qvn) and ∆vn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn) = dvn(qvn).
• Scenario II: QP selection for differentially coded images. If each frame in monoview video or view in a
multiview image sequence is differentially coded using a previous predictor frame, then (5) can be used,
where all units in Vo are chosen for coding, for optimal selection of QPs [5, 8]. Note that (5) is not applicable
to bi-directional prediction like B-frames.
• Scenario III: Selection of images for coding. If a consistent quality requirement dictates that all images should
be coded at the same pre-defined QP [17], (5) can be used to select a subset of images in monoview video
or views in a multiview image sequence to minimize aggregate distortion that includes interpolated images at
the decoder.
• Scenario IV: Mode selection in a Group of Blocks. Instead of images, data units can represent code blocks in
an image. Given a fixed QP, (5) can be used to select the optimal coding modes for a group of block (GoB)
for a given rate constraint, where Q now represents possible modes a block can take on [21, 22].
D. NP-Hardness Proof
We prove that our formulated bit allocation problem (5) is NP-hard via reduction from a well-known NP-hard
problem—Knapsack (KS) [23]. The binary decision version of KS, which is NP-complete, can be described as
follows:
Binary Decision Problem of KS – Given a set of M items, each with non-negative weight wm and profit cm, and
a knapsack of capacity W , does there exist a subset of items with total weight ≤ W , such that the total profit is
at least C¯?
To prove NP-hardness of (5), we consider a more specific problem where each unit v, if chosen for coding, can
only be independently coded at QP q. We reduce the binary decision version of this simplified problem from the
KS decision problem as follows. First, we construct two boundary units v0 and vM+1 and M intermediate data
units corresponding to M items in KS. The distortion of not coding any intermediate unit is D no matter what
surrounding units are used as reference for interpolation. Coding the two boundary units at QP q results in rate
2 and distortion 0. Coding an intermediate unit v at QP q results in rate wv and distortion D − cv. The binary
8decision problem is: does there exist a subset V of units selected for coding (each at QP q) such that the distortion
is no larger than MD − C¯, given a rate budget W + 2? If the answer is yes, then the chosen subset V of units
in the solution, excluding the two boundary units, has a corresponding subset of items in KS with total weight no
larger than W and total profit at least C¯. Hence the problem is no easier than the KS decision problem, and thus
is also NP-complete. Therefore the optimization version of the problem is NP-hard. Since the specific problem is
already NP-hard, the more general problem (5) is no easier, and hence is also NP-hard.
IV. DP ALGORITHM FOR LAGRANGIAN PROBLEM
We first present an algorithm based on DP that returns an optimal solution to the constrained problem in (5). We
then show that the algorithm complexity is exponential. Next, we present an alternative DP algorithm that solves
the corresponding Lagrangian relaxed problem in polynomial time for a fixed Lagrangian multiplier.
A. Constrained DP Algorithm
To solve the problem in (5) optimally, we derive a DP algorithm that recursively divides the original problem
into smaller sub-problems. When a sub-problem is solved, its solution is stored inside an entry in a DP table, so
that subsequent calls to the same sub-problem can simply look up the solved solution in the table [24].
Denote by Φvn(qvn , B¯) the minimum distortion sum for data units from vn + 1 to V , given that vn is coded
with QP qvn , and there is an available bit budget of B¯, B¯ ≤ B, to code the remaining units vn+1, . . . , vN . This
distortion sum Φvn(qvn , B¯) can be recursively written as:
Φvn(qvn ,B¯) = min
vn+1∈Vo | vn+1>vn
qvn+1∈Q
∆vn+1(vn, qvn , qvn+1)
+ 1(vn+1 < V ) Φvn+1(qvn+1 , B¯ − rvn+1(vn, qvn , qvn+1)) (6)
where 1(c) is an indicator function that returns 1 if the clause c is true, and 0 otherwise.
In words, (6) selects the next unit vn+1 to code at QP qvn+1 , resulting in distortion ∆vn+1(vn, qvn , qvn+1) for data
units from vn+1 to vn+1 inclusively. This selection means that the bit budget is reduced to B¯−rvn+1(vn, qvn , qvn+1)
for coding of the remaining units. If vn+1 = V , meaning it is the right boundary unit in Vo, then the recursive
term in (6) is not necessary.
Since the first unit v1 = 1 is always selected for coding, the computation in (6) can be solved via the following
initial call:
min
q1∈Q
∆1(q1) + Φ1(q1, B − r1(q1)), (7)
9The complexity of the DP algorithm is bounded by the size of the DP table multiplied by the complexity of
computing each entry: O(V 2Q2B). This is polynomial in B, but B is encoded in log2(B) bits as input to the
algorithm, and thus the algorithm is exponential in the size of the input. The complexity is also called pseudo-
polynomial time in the complexity literature [25].
B. Lagrangian DP Algorithm
To reduce the complexity of the constrained DP algorithm in (6), we seek to eliminate the rate dimension B
in the DP table. Towards that goal, we consider a Lagrangian relaxation of our constrained problem in (5), where
we move the rate consideration from the constraint to the objective function, resulting in a rate-distortion (RD)
formulation:
(V∗,q∗V) = arg minV⊆Vo
qvn∈Q
∆v1(qv1) +
|V|∑
n=2
∆vn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn)
+ λ
rv1(qv1) + |V|∑
n=2
rvn(vn−1, qvn−1 , qvn)
 (8)
where the multiplier λ > 0 is a parameter that weighs the importance of rate against distortion.
To solve (8) for a given λ, we follow a similar procedure. We first denote Φvn(qvn) as the minimum RD cost for
data units from vn + 1 to V inclusively, given that vn is coded with QP qvn . Φvn(qvn) can be defined recursively
as:
Φvn(qvn) = min
vn+1∈Vo | vn+1>vn
qvn+1∈Q
∆vn+1(vn, qvn , qvn+1)
+ λ rvn+1(vn, qvn , qvn+1) + 1(vn+1 < V ) Φvn+1(qvn+1) (9)
Similar analysis as done for the contrained DP algorithm can show that, for a given λ, the algorithm (9) has
complexity O(V 2Q2), which is polynomial time.
We now discuss the relationship between the constrained problem in (5), solvable via (6), and its Lagrangian
relaxed version in (8), solvable via (9). Denote by (Vλ,qλ) an optimal solution of (8) for a given λ, with resulting
distortion and rate D(Vλ,qλ) and R(Vλ,qλ), respectively. One can show that, if there exists a multiplier λ∗ such
that R(Vλ∗ ,qλ∗) = B, then solution (Vλ∗ ,qλ∗) is also an optimal solution of (5). The proof is given in Appendix
VII-A for the sake of completeness.
Because R(Vλ,qλ) is discrete, there may not exist a multiplier λ such that R(Vλ,qλ) = B. In this case, we can
pick a value λ = λ1 with a corresponding Lagrangian solution (Vλ1 ,qλ1), R(Vλ1 ,qλ1) < B, as an approximate
solution to (5) with the following performance bound. Given two solutions of (8) (Vλ1 ,qλ1) and (Vλ2 ,qλ2), using
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respective multipliers λ1 and λ2, with resulting rates R(Vλ1 ,qλ1) < B < R(Vλ2 ,qλ2), the difference in distortion
between Lagrangian solution (Vλ1 ,qλ1) and the true optimal solution (Vo,qo) of (5) is bounded as:
|D(Vλ1 ,qλ1)−D(Vo,qo)| ≤ |D(Vλ1 ,qλ1)−D(Vλ2 ,qλ2)| (10)
The proof is given in Appendix VII-B. Clearly, the bound in (10) is tightest when the difference in distortion
between the two Lagrangian solutions is the smallest. We propose an efficient algorithm to find Lagrange multipliers
such that the resulting Lagrangian optimal solutions yield the tightest bound possible with respect to the original
constrained problem.
V. SEARCH FOR THE OPTIMAL LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER
We propose a methodology to identify the “optimal” Lagrange multiplier value via an iterative search. By
“optimal”, we mean a multiplier value that yields a pair of Lagrangian optimal solutions to (8) with the tightest
distortion bound (10) possible with respect to the true optimal solution in (5). We first review the notion of singular
value of Lagrange multiplier, introduced in the context of rate allocation problems in [4]. We then discuss our
methodology in the following two subsections (neighboring singular value computation and initialization).
A. Singular Values of Lagrange Multiplier
We first observe that because rate R(Vλ,qλ) is discrete, there are distinct λ values at which the optimal solutions
to (8) are not unique; these are called singular values of Lagrange multiplier [4]. As an example, in Fig. 2 where
rate R(Vλ,qλ) of optimal solutions (Vλ,qλ) to (8) is plotted against multiplier λ, we see that at singular value λ1,
there are two simultaneous optimal solutions to (8), resulting in two different rates R(V lλ1 ,qlλ1) and R(Vuλ1 ,quλ1).
Singular multiplier values have two important properties:
1) Two neighboring singular values share one common optimal solution to (8).
2) Multipliers λ between two neighboring singular values produce the same optimal solution as the shared solution
of the two singular values.
 
R(V ,q )
 1 2  
⇤  0
R(Vu 1 ,qu 1) =
R(V l 1 ,ql 1)
R(V l ⇤ ,ql ⇤)
B
R(Vu ⇤ ,qu ⇤)
Fig. 1. Rate R(Vλ,qλ) of optimal solution (Vλ,qλ) to (8) as function of multiplier λ. Singular values are λ2, λ∗, λ1, λ0, etc. The singular
value λ∗ produces a pair of Lagrangian solutions (V lλ∗ ,qlλ∗) and (Vuλ∗ ,quλ∗) with the tightest distortion bound (10) with respect to the
optimal solution in (5) with rate constraint B.
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These two properties are discussed extensively in [4]. As an example, in Fig. 2 neighboring singular values λ∗ and
λ1 share an optimal solution (V lλ∗ ,qlλ∗) to (8), and multipliers λ between these two singular values will produce the
same optimal solution. These two properties imply the following important corollary: singular values alone produce
all solutions to (8) as λ varies from 0 to ∞. Thus, it is sufficient to examine only Lagrangian solutions of singular
values in order to find the best multiplier value.
Moreover, it is known [4] that rate R(Vλ,qλ) is monotonically non-increasing with respect to λ as shown in Fig.
2. Suppose now that a singular value λ∗ has corresponding optimal Lagrangian solutions (V lλ∗ ,qlλ∗) and (Vuλ∗ ,quλ∗)
where R(V lλ∗ ,qlλ∗) ≤ B ≤ R(Vuλ∗ ,quλ∗). That means that any other singular value will yield Lagrangian solutions
with rates either smaller or larger than this pair of solutions due to monotonicity of rate R(Vλ,qλ). Thus this pair
of solutions (V lλ∗ ,qlλ∗) and (Vuλ∗ ,quλ∗) are the Lagrangian solutions that produce the tightest distortion bound (10)
possible, and λ∗ is the optimal Lagrange multiplier value.
Procedurally, monotonicity also means that in an iterative search for the optimal singular value λ∗, one only
needs to increase / decrease the current λ by examining the rate of the corresponding optimal solution: decrease λ
if R(Vλ,qλ) < B and increase it otherwise.
B. Procedure to compute Neighboring Singular Values
One strategy to search for the optimal singular value is to march through neighboring singular values in the
direction of bit budget B until the pair of optimal solutions to (8) corresponding to singular value λ∗, (V lλ∗ ,qlλ∗)
and (Vuλ∗ ,quλ∗), have rates satisfying R(V lλ∗ ,qlλ∗) ≤ B ≤ R(Vuλ∗ ,quλ∗). For example, in Fig. 2, after testing λ0 then
λ1 successively, we arrive at the optimal singular value λ∗. Thus the challenge is how to compute a neighboring
singular Lagrangian value in the direction of B. We accomplish this by storing auxiliary information as the DP
algorithm (9) is computed for a fixed multiplier λ, in order to identify a neighboring optimal solution to (8) if λ
is increased / decreased appropriately.
Specifically, we compute a neighboring singular multiplier value within the same DP framework (9) developed
to solve (8) as follows. Denote by (v∗n+1, q∗vn+1) the argument that minimizes the sub-problem Φvn(qvn) in (9) for
a given λ. Further, denote by Ψvn(qvn) and Υvn(qvn) the distortion and rate of the optimal solution (v∗n+1, q∗vn+1)
to sub-problem Φvn(qvn) respectively. Ψvn(qvn) and Υvn(qvn) can be computed and stored in DP tables as (9) is
being solved recursively; specifically, they are computed as:
Ψvn(qvn) = ∆v∗n+1(vn, qvn , qv∗n+1) + Ψv∗n+1(qv∗n+1) (11)
Υvn(qvn) = rv∗n+1(vn, qvn , qv∗n+1) + Υv∗n+1(qv∗n+1) (12)
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1) Computing a smaller Singular Value: Suppose first that R(Vλ,qλ) < B, and we need to decrease λ in order
to increase R(Vλ,qλ). To find the neighboring smaller singular value λ−, where λ− < λ, we know that λ− and λ
share an optimal solution (Vλ,qλ), and that λ− has an additional solution with rate larger than R(Vλ,qλ). This
additional globally optimal solution (Vλ− ,qλ−) must contain a new local solution of a sub-problem Φvn(qvn) as λ
decreases. Thus, we seek the closest multiplier λ− to λ, λ− < λ, where there exists a sub-problem Φvn(qvn) with
a new local solution (v−n+1, q
−
vn+1) whose rate R(v
−
n+1, q
−
vn+1) is larger than the previous solution’s R(v
∗
n+1, q
∗
vn+1).
In particular, for each sub-problem Φvn(qvn) we compute a singular value candidate λ−vn(qvn), where λ
−
vn(qvn) <
λ, as:
λ−vn(qvn) = maxv∈Vo
v>vn
qv∈Q
Ψvn(qvn)− (∆v(vn, qvn , qv) + Ψv(qv))
(rv(vn, qvn , qv) + Υv(qv))−Υvn(qvn)
(13)
where the search for the maximization is performed over the set of units and QPs, (v, qv), with a larger resulting
rate:
rv(vn, qvn , qv) + Υv(qv) > Υvn(qvn) (14)
In other words, λ−vn(qvn) is the closest multiplier value smaller than λ where the sub-problem Φvn(qvn) results
in a different solution with a larger rate. Geometrically, (13) is computing an RD point on the convex hull to the
right of (v∗n+1, q∗vn+1) with a larger rate. See Fig. 2.
The emergence of a new globally optimal solution (Vλ− ,qλ−) can stem from any sub-problem Φvn(qvn) as λ
decreases. To identify the first sub-problem Φvn(qvn) that results in a new local solution, we compute λ− as the
largest (closest to λ) of all singular value candidates λ−vn(qvn):
λ− = max
vn∈Vo,qvn∈Q
λ−vn(qvn) (15)
Denote by (v−n , q−vn) the argument that maximizes (15). Further, denote by (v
−
n+1, q
−
vn+1) the argument that maximizes
Fig. 2. Illustration of the search of singular value candidate λ−vn(qvn) for the Φvn(qvn) sub-problem. The search is done over the points
(v, qv) with larger rates than current optimal solution (v∗n+1, q∗vn+1) (blue region).
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(13) for sub-problem Φv−n (q
−
vn). We show that using λ
−, sub-problem Φv−n (q
−
vn) has two simultaneously optimal
solutions.
Lemma 1: Using singular value λ−, sub-problem Φv−n (q
−
vn) has two solutions, (v
∗
n+1, q
∗
vn+1) and (v
−
n+1, q
−
vn+1),
that are simultaneously optimal.
Proof: First, because λ− is the largest among all singular value candidates, when multiplier is λ−, sub-problems
other than Φv−n (q
−
vn) still have the same optimal solutions as before when multiplier was λ. This means that except
for (v−n , q−vn), distortions Ψvn(qvn) and rates Υvn(qvn) for all sub-problems remain the same when multiplier is λ
−.
Consider now sub-problem Φv−n (q
−
vn). For candidates (v, qv) with rates smaller than (v
∗
n+1, q
∗
vn+1), optimality of
(v∗n+1, q∗vn+1) when multiplier is λ means that the RD cost of (v
∗
n+1, q
∗
vn+1) remains smaller than these candidates
(v, qv) when multiplier is now smaller. One can then show that the definition λ−v−n (qv−n ) in (13) implies that RD costs
of (v∗n+1, q∗vn+1) and (v
−
n+1, q
−
vn+1) are the same. Finally, because (v
∗
n+1, q
∗
vn+1) and (v
−
n+1, q
−
vn+1) are neighboring
convex-hull points, candidates (v, qv) different from (v−n+1, q
−
vn+1) with rates larger than (v
∗
n+1, q
∗
vn+1), must result
in a larger RD cost than (v∗n+1, q∗vn+1) and (v
−
n+1, q
−
vn+1) when multiplier is λ
−.
We note that the computed λ− in (15) only guarantees that a new local solution has emerged from a sub-problem
Φvn(qvn). The globally optimal solution will not change if the changed sub-problem Φvn(qvn) is not part of the
global solution. However, successive moves to λ− will eventually trigger a change in the global solution, resulting
in a new rate R(Vλ,qλ).
2) Computing a larger Singular Value: Similarly, we can compute the neighboring singular value larger than λ.
The singular value candidate λ+vn(qvn) larger than λ for each sub-problem Φvn(qvn) is computed as:
λ+vn(qvn) = minv∈Vo
v>vn
qv∈Q
(∆v(vn, qvn , qv) + Ψv(qv))−Ψvn(qvn)
Υvn(qvn)− (rv(vn, qvn , qv) + Υv(qv))
(16)
where the search for the minimization is performed over the set of units v and QPs qv with a smaller resulting
rate:
Υvn(qvn) > rv(vn, qvn , qv) + Υv(qv) (17)
Then, the singular value λ+ is the smallest of all singular value candidates λ+vn(qvn):
λ+ = min
vn∈Vo,qvn∈Q
λ+vn(qvn) (18)
3) DP Table Update: From (15) and (18), we know that, given an initial λ value, the neighboring smaller (λ−) or
larger singular value (λ+) can be found with their corresponding solutions using (9). The decision of which direction
we should march to find the next singular value is determined by the rate of the computed solution R(Vλ,qλ).
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Then, we use (9) to update entries in the DP table given new multiplier λ− or λ+. Note that only a subset of
DP table entries need to be updated. Specifically, since in (9) only candidates (vn+1, qvn+1) where vn+1 > vn are
considered, given a new singular value λ− or λ+ associated with sub-problem Φv−n (qv−n ) or Φv+n (qv+n ), only DP
entries (v, q), v < v−n or v < v+n , require updates using (9). This further reduces the complexity of our algorithm.
4) Complexity Analysis: Computing (13) or (16) for each sub-problem Φv−n (qv−n ) or Φv+n (qv+n ) has complexity
O(V Q). There are O(V Q) sub-problems, and hence computing λ− or λ+ is O(V 2Q2). Denote by m the number of
iterations until the optimal singular multiplier value is found. Thus the multiplier search complexity is O(mV 2Q2).
The number of iterations depends on how far from the optimal multiplier is the initial λ value. To reduce the
number of iterations, we propose a hybrid coarse- / fine-grained multiplier search strategy. First, we perform a
non-singular-value binary search, as done in [4], to produce big changes in λ to approach the optimal multiplier.
When binary search fails to yield new solutions, we apply our fine-grained singular-value search until the optimal
multiplier value is found. The search strategy for the best multiplier λ∗ is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Search of the optimal Lagrange multiplier
1: Initialize λ
2: Coarse-grained search: Perform a binary search of λ until no new solutions can be reached.
3: Fine-grained search:
4: Solve (8) via (9) with unique solution R(Vλ,qλ).
5: if R(Vλ,qλ) < B then
6: Find singular value λ− via (15), with λ− < λ.
7: λ← λ−
8: else
9: Find singular value λ+ via (18), with λ+ > λ.
10: λ← λ+
11: end if
12: repeat
13: Update the DP entries (vj , qvj ) that needs to be modified, vj < v, when v is associated to λ.
14: Find simultaneous solutions (V lλ,qlλ) and (Vuλ ,quλ), where R(V lλ,qlλ) < R(Vuλ ,quλ).
15: if R(Vuλ ,quλ) < B¯ then
16: Find singular value λ− via (15), with λ− < λ.
17: λ← λ−
18: else if B¯ < R(V lλ,qlλ) then
19: Find singular value λ+ via (18), with λ+ > λ.
20: λ← λ+
21: end if
22: until R(V lλ,qlλ) ≤ B¯ ≤ R(Vuλ ,quλ)
23: (V lλ,qlλ) is the best approximate Lagrangian solution.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
We now demonstrate the performance of our proposed rate allocation algorithm (9) with optimal Lagrange
multiplier selection in monoview and multiview video coding problems. Each data unit represents a full frame in a
monoview video or a view in a multiview video. We consider the monoview video datasets Hall Monitor (352 ×
288, 30fps) [26, 27] and Kimono (1920 × 1080, 24fps), provided by Nakajima Laboratory of the Tokyo Institute of
Technology. Both sequences have a GOP size of 1s, namely 30 frames and 24 frames, respectively. Our algorithm
is used to select frames and corresponding QPs for coding in each GOP.
For the multiview video datasets, we use three sequences: Shark (1920 × 1088, 30fps, 9 views), provided by
NICT for MPEG FTV standardization [28], Undo Dancer (1920 × 1088, 25fps, 5 views) [29] and Soccer Linear2
(1600 × 1200, 60fps, 7 views) [30]. We used a GOP size of 8 frames and an intra-period of 24 frames as defined
under the common test conditions by JCT-3V [31]. Our algorithm is used to select the views to be encoded and their
corresponding QPs; hierarchical B-frames [32] are used in the temporal dimension to exploit temporal redundancy
as done in the standard. A cascading quantization parameter (CQP) strategy [33] is used to assign the QPs to the
frames in the GOPs, where a ∆QP is added to the QP value of the anchor frame to generate the QP values of the
various frames in the GOP. We consider a ∆QP vector equal to {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 3, 4} for the successive frames in
the GOP, as suggested in the reference software of 3D-HEVC [34].
Since each view consists of a texture and a depth image pair, we use our algorithm to select image pairs for
coding and QPs for the texture images only, while QPs for the depth images are fixed at 30, so that 3D geometry
information are coded accurately for high-quality virtual view synthesis. While QPs for texture and depth images
can be jointly selected for optimal RD performance as done in [8] for static multiview image sequences, in practice
depth images represent only a small fraction of the total bitrate (about 10%), and we optimize only texture image
QPs. We note that extension of our optimization to include selection of multiple QPs for a given data unit is
relatively straightforward and is left for future work.
In our experiments, we compute PSNR of the luminance component (Y-PSNR) for all the decoder-side data units
that are decoded or interpolated if they are left uncoded at the encoder. In particular, to reconstruct uncoded frames
in monoview video sequences we use a popular temporal up-sampling method based on motion estimation [35, 36].
To construct missing views in multiview video sequences, we use a simple depth-image based rendering (DIBR)
[37, 38] method at the decoder where the color pixels from the closest right and left coded views are projected to
the missing intermediate view given per-pixel disparity information provided by the corresponding depth images.
For comparison, we evaluate the performance of the rate control (RC) schemes [11, 12] adopted by the reference
software HM 15.0 [39] of the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard [32] for monoview video sequences,
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and by the reference software HTM 13.0 [34] of the 3D extension of HEVC (3D-HEVC) [40] for multiview video.
These solutions only optimize QPs of different frames and do not skip data units at the encoder. For fairness, we
also fix QP of the depth images when RC schemes of the reference software for 3D-HEVC is evaluated, so that
only QPs of the texture images of the multiview video sequences are optimized.
In the following, the performance of our algorithm is illustrated for monoview and multiview video sequences
in two scenarios: (i) when data units are independently coded and (ii) when data units are predictively coded.
B. Independent Coding
We first evaluate the performance of competing RC schemes for the case of independently encoded units for
monoview and multiview video sequences. The available set of QPs for the coding units are Q = {25, 26, . . . , 51}
for both cases.
To examine the behaviour of our algorithm, we show in Fig. 3 the relationship between the rate R(Vλ,qλ) of
optimal Lagrangian solutions and Lagrange multiplier λ for the multiview sequences Shark and Undo Dancer.
In particular, we illustrate the iterative multiplier search process to identify, among all Lagrangian solutions to
(8) for any λ, one that minimizes the aggregate distortion subject to a rate budget, which in this case is B =
200kbps. Multiplier λ is initialized to be λ = 0.7 and λ = 0.4 for for the two sequences Shark and Undo Dancer
respectively. The optimal solution (Vλ,qλ) is reached in these two cases at singular value λ = 0.1193 for Shark
(R(Vλ,qλ) = 196.26) and at singular value λ = 0.0673 for Undo Dancer (R(Vλ,qλ) = 199.15). Using (10), the
distortion bound for each sequence can be computed using the two simultaneously optimal solutions at the optimal
singular value, which is 0.01 dB and 0.03 dB for Shark and Undo Dancer, respectively. This shows in practice
that the R(Vλ,qλ) versus multiplier λ plot is dense with samples (i.e., the RD plots of Φvn(qvn) are in general
convex), and the resulting distortion bounds are tight.
To visualize a particular solution, we compare the QP selection for each selected data unit, obtained as the best
solution of our algorithm, to the QP adaptation solution of the RC of HEVC. In Fig. 4a, we show the solutions
for one GOP (from frame 15 to 44) of the Hall Monitor monoview sequence. For these results, we consider a rate
budget of 500kbps, and our algorithm achieves a rate of 490.60kbps and the RC of HEVC a rate of 499.53kbps.
Note that QP = 0 means that the frame is skipped and needs to be reconstructed at the decoder. Most of the frames
that are skipped with our algorithm are the frames between frames 15 and 23, which correspond to the part with
the lowest motion in the GOP under consideration. In addition, it can be seen that our algorithm assigns low QP
values to the frames that are neighbors of the dropped frames, since these neighbors are used as reference frames
in their reconstruction at the decoder. In Fig. 4b, we show Y-PSNR of coded (QP > 0) and interpolated (QP = 0)
frames, for the same experiment as in Fig. 4a. We see that the solution of our algorithm achieves a higher average
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the rate R(Vλ,qλ) and the Lagrange multiplier λ for the (a) Shark and (b) Undo Dancer multiview video
sequences when views are independently encoded.
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Fig. 4. Frame-by-frame comparison of our proposed algorithm and the RC of HEVC for Hall Monitor monoview video sequence: (a) QP
selection and (b) quality comparison (Y-PSNR) for a rate budget B = 500kbps. R = 490.60kbps and an average Y-PSNR=32.11 dB is
achieved by our solution, and R = 499.53kbps and Y-PSNR=30.50 dB is achieved by the RC of HEVC.
quality compared to the solution of the RC of HEVC, achieving an average Y-PSNR of 32.11dB, while the RC
solution has an average Y-PSNR of 30.50dB.
A view-by-view quality evaluation that results from the QP selection of our algorithm and the RC of 3D-HEVC
is illustrated in Fig. 5. We consider the Shark multiview video sequence and a rate budget of 250 kbps, where
the consumed rate of our algorithm is 245.49 kbps, while the RC of 3D-HEVC uses 242.55 kbps. Our algorithm
solution in this cases does not skip any view at the encoder, and still it achieves a higher average Y-PSNR (30.49
dB) compared to the RC of 3D-HEVC (29.98 dB). Proving that, the good performance of our algorithm does not
reside on its capability of skipping data units at the encoder.
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Fig. 5. View-by-view average quality comparison (Y-PSNR) of our proposed algorithm and the RC of 3D-HEVC for Shark multiview
video sequence.and a rate budget B = 250kbps. R = 245.49kbps and an average Y-PSNR=30.49 dB is achieved by our solution, and
R = 242.55kbps and Y-PSNR=29.98 dB is achieved by the RC of 3D-HEVC.
Tables I and II show the performance of both our rate allocation algorithm and the RC of HEVC, in terms of
average Y-PSNR given a rate budget B for the monoview sequences Hall Monitor and Kimono. We see that our
algorithm always outputs a solution with a rate that is under the rate budget B and achieves a higher quality, with
a Y-PSNR gain of up to 2.34dB. The corresponding visual quality is illustrated in Fig. 6 for Hall Monitor for
frames 15 and 17, when the rate budget is B = 150 kbps. Our algorithm tends to skip frames with low motion,
as frame 17, which are then efficiently interpolated at the decoder. This permits to achieve a higher visual quality
than the one of the RC of HEVC that has to use a higher QP value to satisfy the rate budget.
TABLE I
RATE BUDGET B, ACTUAL RATE R AND AVERAGE Y-PSNR VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FOR THE RC OF HEVC, FOR
THE Hall Monitor MONOVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCE WITH INDEPENDENTLY ENCODED FRAMES.
B Proposed algorithm RC HEVC
[kbps] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB]
150 149.39 26.62 149.96 24.93
200 198.13 28.60 200.16 25.26
300 298.88 29.57 300.31 27.29
400 366.10 30.66 400.09 28.98
500 490.60 30.79 499.53 30.49
Similarly, Tables III, IV and V show the performance of our algorithm and the RC of 3D-HEVC in terms of
average Y-PSNR, with different rate budgets for the multiview sequences Shark, Undo Dancer and Soccer Linear2.
Although our algorithm has a better performance than the RC of 3D-HEVC in all cases, this gain is smaller than
the monoview sequences. The main reason is that the frame-to-frame differences along the temporal dimension in
monoview videos are relatively smaller, making skipping frames a more attractive option.
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TABLE II
RATE BUDGET B, ACTUAL RATE R AND AVERAGE Y-PSNR VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FOR THE RC OF HEVC, FOR
THE Kimono MONOVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCE WITH INDEPENDENTLY ENCODED FRAMES.
B Proposed algorithm RC HEVC
[kbps] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB]
150 149.03 27.44 149.81 26.42
200 198.80 28.59 200.46 27.20
300 296.32 29.56 299.97 28.37
400 391.20 30.03 400.36 29.35
500 499.61 30.23 502.06 30.17
TABLE III
RATE BUDGET B, ACTUAL RATE R AND AVERAGE Y-PSNR VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FOR THE RC OF 3D-HEVC,
FOR THE Shark MULTIVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCE WITH INDEPENDENTLY ENCODED VIEWS.
B Proposed algorithm RC HEVC
[kbps] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB]
175 174.41 29.25 162.45 28.22
200 196.26 29.26 198.75 29.22
300 287.61 31.08 287.49 30.57
400 381.54 32.35 389.28 31.51
500 481.71 33.49 485.13 32.22
TABLE IV
RATE BUDGET B, ACTUAL RATE R AND AVERAGE Y-PSNR VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FOR THE RC OF 3D-HEVC,
FOR THE Undo Dancer MULTIVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCE WITH INDEPENDENTLY ENCODED VIEWS.
B Proposed algorithm RC HEVC
[kbps] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB]
175 169.15 27.71 169.55 26.99
200 199.15 28.39 197.32 27.51
300 280.55 29.57 286.95 28.74
400 383.05 30.79 380.70 29.69
500 476.78 31.63 486.15 30.47
C. Predictive Coding
We consider now the predictive coding case, and in particular, an IPP . . . predictive coding structure with one
intra (I) coded data unit and subsequent predictively (P) coded units in each GOP. As the computational complexity
in the rate allocation increases for predictive coding compared to the independent coding case—rate and distortion
terms now depend on previous coded units—we decrease the granularity of the available QPs in the search space
of our algorithm to Q = {25, 28, 31 · · · , 51}.
For different rate constraints B, Tables VI and VII show the RD performance of our algorithm and the RC of
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TABLE V
RATE BUDGET B, ACTUAL RATE R AND AVERAGE Y-PSNR VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FOR THE RC OF 3D-HEVC,
FOR THE Soccer Linear2 MULTIVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCE WITH INDEPENDENTLY ENCODED VIEWS.
B Proposed algorithm RC HEVC
[kbps] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB]
175 172.90 28.15 173.28 27.70
250 245.98 28.89 249.06 28.99
300 296.23 29.44 288.82 29.24
400 395.32 30.30 398.11 30.77
500 487.4 31.42 482.24 31.03
HEVC for the Hall Monitor and Kimono monoview sequences. We observe that our assumption that the rate and
distortion functions depend only on one reference frame (see Section III-A) sometimes leads to under-estimation of
the coding rate. Thus, we employ a simple post-processing step, where the Lagrangian solution to (9) of a singular
muliplier value λ closest to the budget B with actual aggregate coding rate below the budget is used.
Compared to the independent coding case, in the predictive coding scenario, the RC of HEVC does not lead to
a good performance for the two monoview video sequences considered. This is evident for the Kimono dataset in
Table VII where the rates of some solutions of the RC of HEVC are far above the rate budget constraint (indicated
by an asterisk), particularly at low bit budgets.
We see from Tables VI and VII, that our algorithm typically achieves a better average quality. Moreover, our
algorithm uses a sparser set of QPs than the RC of HEVC, meaning that our results can be improved if the same
set of QPs Q is used by both schemes. Although our algorithm shows good performance on average, the gain of
our algorithm is smaller for predictive coding than for independent coding. This is due to the fact that in predictive
coding skipped frames have higher impact in the overall quality, which is one of the reasons of quality gains for
independently encoded units. Indeed, when frames are skipped at the encoder during predictive coding, the distance
between a coded frame and its reference increases, which reduces the coding performance. However, these results
show that the good performance of our algorithm does not uniquely depend on its capability for skipping data units
at the encoder.
Finally, Tables VIII, IX and X show the performance in terms of rate and average quality of our algorithm and
the RC of 3D-HEVC for the predictive coding of the Shark, Undo Dancer and Soccer Linear2 multiview video
sequences. Compared to the monoview video results presented in Tables VI and VII where the average gain is
lower than 1dB, for predictively coded multiview video sequences better performance is observed, with an average
quality gain higher than 1dB. Moreover, the solution obtained with our algorithm satisfies the rate budget most of
the time with our original algorithm, and there is usually no need to use the post-processing step to modify the
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(a) Frame 15 - Proposed algorithm - QP= 43 (b) Frame 15 - RC HEVC - QP= 47
(c) Frame 17 - Proposed algorithm - Recon-
structed frame
(d) Frame 17 - RC HEVC - QP= 51
Fig. 6. Visual quality illustration for the Hall Monitor monoview video sequence with independently encoded frames when the proposed
algorithm and the RC of HEVC are used (B = 150 kbps). (a) and (b) Show frame 15 encoded according to our proposed algorithm and the
RC of HEVC, respectively. (c) Shows frame 17, that has has been skipped at the encoder and reconstructed at the decoder according to the
proposed algorithm, achieving a higher visual quality compared to the RC of HEVC output in (d).
TABLE VI
RATE BUDGET B, ACTUAL RATE R AND AVERAGE Y-PSNR VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FOR THE RC OF HEVC, FOR
THE Hall Monitor MONOVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCE WITH PREDICTIVELY CODED FRAMES.
B Proposed algorithm RC HEVC
[kbps] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB]
50 47.96 30.06 50.14 29.92
75 74.82 33.92 75.06 33.70
100 96.84 34.17 99.89 34.28
150 148.16 36.26 150.09 36.02
obtained solutions. This is due to the length of the prediction paths. In the case of multiview video, the maximum
length of the (inter-view) prediction path is 9 views (e.g., Shark), compared to 30 and 24 frames (GOP size) in the
Hall Monitor and Kimono monoview video sequences. This means that, for the multiview video case, the effect
of previously coded units in a current predicted unit is much more limited than in monoview video cases, thus
making our assumption of Section III-A more reasonable. In general, from these results we can conclude that when
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TABLE VII
RATE BUDGET B, ACTUAL RATE R AND AVERAGE Y-PSNR VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FOR THE RC OF HEVC, FOR
THE Kimono MONOVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCE WITH PREDICTIVELY CODED FRAMES.
B Proposed algorithm RC HEVC
[kbps] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB]
75 73.01 27.21 96.44 * 28.01
100 97.06 28.40 120.00 * 29.02
150 148.34 29.75 152.44 29.54
200 186.44 30.41 204.12 30.24
our algorithm is close to the rate budget (i.e., the granularity of the available QPs is not affecting the solution) it
achieves a quality that is generally higher than the one in the RC of 3D-HEVC.
TABLE VIII
RATE BUDGET B, ACTUAL RATE R AND AVERAGE Y-PSNR VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FOR THE RC OF HEVC, FOR
THE Shark MULTIVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCE WITH PREDICTIVELY CODED VIEWS.
B Proposed algorithm RC HEVC
[kbps] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB]
100 98.19 29.15 107.64 28.03
150 147.25 31.02 147.60 29.51
200 195.47 32.68 190.59 30.69
300 297.22 33.51 290.91 32.59
TABLE IX
RATE BUDGET B, ACTUAL RATE R AND AVERAGE Y-PSNR VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FOR THE RC OF HEVC, FOR
THE Undo Dancer MULTIVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCE WITH PREDICTIVELY CODED VIEWS.
B Proposed algorithm RC HEVC
[kbps] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB]
50 49.93 25.87 46.85 25.32
75 74.15 28.23 74.75 27.54
100 76.72 28.29 82.22 27.96
150 129.81 30.25 148.07 30.47
200 191.9 32.12 194.00 31.50
VII. CONCLUSION
A new and general solution for the optimal selection of the Lagrange multiplier in Lagrangian-based rate allocation
optimization problems has been presented in this paper. It has been integrated into a general Lagrangian-based
dynamic programming algorithm to efficiently solve rate allocation problems in video communication applications.
The potential of our new algorithm has been illustrated in representative compression problems with monoview and
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TABLE X
RATE BUDGET B, ACTUAL RATE R AND AVERAGE Y-PSNR VALUE FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FOR THE RC OF HEVC, FOR
THE Soccer Linear2 MULTIVIEW VIDEO SEQUENCE WITH PREDICTIVELY CODED VIEWS.
B Proposed algorithm RC HEVC
[kbps] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB] R [kbps] Y-PSNR [dB]
100 98.96 28.06 93.06 26.09
200 180.48 30.77 184.08 29.72
250 180.48 30.77 247.02 31.04
300 296.27 33.27 289.02 32.18
400 396.18 34.71 376.14 33.53
multiview video sequences, and rate control solutions adopted by the reference softwares, HEVC and 3D-HEVC,
have been used to appreciate the rate distortion performance of our proposed algorithm.
A. Proof of Optimality
We prove here that, if an optimal solution (Vλ∗ ,qλ∗) to the unconstrained Lagrangian problem corresponding to
multiplier value λ∗ satisfies the rate constraint exactly, i.e.,
R(Vλ∗ ,qλ∗) = B, (19)
then (Vλ∗ ,qλ∗) is also the optimal solution to the original constrained problem. The optimality of (Vλ∗ ,qλ∗)
implies that:
D(Vλ∗ ,qλ∗) + λ∗R(Vλ∗ ,qλ∗) ≤ D(V,q) + λ∗R(V,q), ∀V,q
Rearranging the terms, we get:
λ∗ [R(Vλ∗ ,qλ∗)−R(V,q)] ≤ D(V,q)−D(Vλ∗ ,qλ∗)
λ∗ [B −R(V,q)] ≤ D(V,q)−D(Vλ∗ ,qλ∗)
Now we restrict our solution space to a subspace S where R(V,q) ≤ B. Then,
0 ≤ λ∗ [B −R(V,q)] ≤ D(V,q)−D(Vλ∗ ,qλ∗), ∀(V,q) ∈ S
D(Vλ∗ ,qλ∗) ≤ D(V,q), ∀(V,q) ∈ S
We can thus conclude (Vλ∗ ,qλ∗) is an optimal solution to the original constrained problem as well. 
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B. Performance Bound
We prove here the performance bound given in Eq. (10). Let (Vλ1 ,qλ1) and (Vλ2 ,qλ2) be two solutions of the
problem in (8) using λ1 and λ2 with resulting rates:
R(Vλ1 ,qλ1) < B < R(Vλ2 ,qλ2) (20)
We can derive a performance bound for the feasible solution (Vλ1 ,qλ1) as follows. Denote by (V∗,q∗) the
optimal solution to the original constrained problem. By the optimality of the solution (Vλ2 ,qλ2), we can write:
0 ≤ λ∗ [R(Vλ2 ,qλ2)−R(V∗,q∗)] ≤ D(V∗,q∗)−D(Vλ2 ,qλ2)
D(Vλ2 ,qλ2) ≤ D(V∗,q∗) (21)
where the second line is true because B < R(Vλ2 ,qλ2) and R(V∗,q∗) ≤ B. By the optimality of the solution
(V∗,q∗), we also know that:
D(V∗,q∗) ≤ D(V,q), ∀(V,q) ∈ S (22)
where, S denotes the set of solutions that have a total rate lower than B. Note that S includes (Vλ1 ,qλ1), since
R(Vλ1 ,qλ1) < B. Combining the inequalities in (21) and (22), we can write:
D(Vλ2 ,qλ2) ≤ D(V∗,q∗) ≤ D(Vλ1 ,qλ1)
|D(Vλ1 ,qλ1)−D(V∗,q∗)| ≤ |D(Vλ1 ,qλ1)−D(Vλ2 ,qλ2)| (23)
which concludes the proof. 
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